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“There are numerous consumers trends that ski resorts
and tour operators can tap into to widen the audience for

these types of holidays. Interest in health and fitness
continues to grow in the UK so active holidays are likely to

appeal. A break to a ski resort can provide both physical
exercise and a chance to switch off from everyday stresses

and technology.”
– Helen Fricker, Associate Director - Leisure

This report looks at the following areas:

• How can more people be encouraged to take holidays to ski resorts?
• Promoting a different side of ski resorts

The skiing and snowboarding market was estimated to be worth £2.7 billion in winter 2017/18. This
represented an improvement on winter 2016/17, when the industry was hit by poor snow fall across
Europe. However, the wider winter holiday industry is suffering somewhat, with consumer spending in
2017/18 down by an estimated 8.6% compared to the previous winter. This is driven by consumers
being more cautious with their spending and seeking cheaper destinations.

The ski and snowboarding market may be slightly protected from the wider winter holiday trend. Its
core audience tends to be wealthier and more financially optimistic than most. Consumers are also
increasingly seeking out healthy activities and a sense of experience that these holidays can provide.

Ski resorts and tour operators need to broaden their appeal to attract a new audience. Providing
incentives such as a free ski lesson upon booking and partnering with UK ski slopes to promote the
sports may help. There is also a market for non-snowsports holidays to ski resorts which has not yet
been fully explored.
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Skiing and non-skiing almost as important

Allow for added extras

Promote short transfers

Familiarity more of a driver for parents and wealthy
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Booking Type
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Future Interest in Holidays to a Ski Resort

Booking Factors for Holidays to Ski Resorts
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Men and older Millennials less open to the unknown

Drivers differ for package and indie bookers
Figure 36: Selected booking factors for holidays to ski resorts, By booking type of previous holiday to ski resort, April 2018

Figure 37: Selected booking factors for holidays to ski resorts, by booking type of previous holiday to ski resort, April 2018

Two thirds believe people can forgo a ski holiday…

..but the physical challenge appeals

Cold climate a deterrent for many
Figure 38: Attitudes towards holidays to ski resorts, April 2018

Short snow breaks not appealing
Figure 39: Attitudes towards holidays to ski resorts, April 2018

Environmental impact

Parents and younger ski fans a target for snow gear sales
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Winter holidays abroad
Figure 40: Forecast of winter holidays abroad, market volume, 2017/18-2022/23

Figure 41: Forecast of winter holidays abroad, market value, 2017/18-2022/23

Forecast methodology

Attitudes towards Holidays to Ski Resorts

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information

Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
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